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The GM opened the circle in JC’s back garden in what was shaping up to be a wet day, on this our 
Songkran Run…Prior to the circle the GM gave out gifts of towels and water guns..well done Go Go 
Trump for sorting these out for us….In came the Hares and on the extra-large ice they went.. Fungus 
found, after lying down on it…it was bigger than him!..looks like the ice will be well used today! 
 

  
 
RETURNERS in..just four turned up and were covered in water from our guns ( Scribe note..my notes 
are fast getting wet…how long will they last…not long!) 
For our entertainment the Thai girls came in for their annual Thai Songkran dance..looking beautifull in 
their traditional Thai dresses..they danced around the inner circle along to Thai music with some lucky 
men who were dragged in with them…well done girls! 
 

  
 
VIRGINS in..nine this week, 6 men and 3 girls..they were already wet by the time they came in so the 
further drenching they got hardly went noticed! 



 
VISITING HASHER in..a young lady named Party Tzar from Yangoon..she did not look like a building 
labourer to me..Blue Harlot took the piss anyway! 
 
SONGKRAN GAME..the girls came in again to arrange a special time of the year game..four teams of 
seven sat down in lines with the one at the front with a bag of flour on the floor..they have to pass over 
heads, hand full of flour at a time until the bag is empty and all flour passed to the last one in each 
team…everyone ended up looking white as sheets…the flour went everywhere…hair, eyes, arm 
pits..great spectacle…well done girls 
 

  
 
FOLLOW THAT STEWARD..we had a great Steward booked for today…but I did it anyway! HARES 
on the ice…just gave them some stick ( my notes, even covered in plastic were disappearing before my 
eyes with the water guns in full swing..still onward) Hard On next..got Skippy and Just Perfect to check 
if he lived up to his Hash name ( sorry Dad!)..Rampant Rabbit in to join H O…just what have they 
been up to in Hard On’s flat?...J C & Paper in…yes J C has been up to his usual stuff..sorry Paper!..All 
the Aussies in..I demonstrated just what a cheating load of bastards they were at cricket…over the top 
ball tampering..just not cricket lads…stop it…well I did my best, in what was the noisiest circle of the 
year! 
 
HASH SHIRTS…Swollen Bits came in for her 25 Run shirt..she was wearing a dress, so did not take it 
off..even after calls from the circle…Swollen Bits came in again to get her Virgin Hare Shirt from last 
week…well done SB for both…Manneken Pis was called in to get his 25 HARES SHIRTS..well done 
MP! Great Runs! 
RUN OFFENSES..there was only time for a couple..but my note book was wet through and I just 
forgot them anyway! 
 



  
 
DEPARTERS…not many wanting to leave this wet island of ours…just two Frogs!..and you’re leaving 
us to go back to France? 
 
HARES in…As J C was a Hare and Manneken Pis had pissed off with his  Yellow 25 Hare Shirt..No 
Hope stood in..not much to say..it’s getting dark..As the Hash Shit Holder was a Hare today…Best keep 
it where it is….Fungus Hash Shit Holder….Wet circle closed! 

 
 

ON ON, NOT CLEAVER (SCRIBE) 
EDITED WITH PATERNAL CARE BY REPRESSED ONE 

JOIN US ALL NEXT WEEK FOR FUN AND FELLOWSHIP 


